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Background 
 

Anmol is an established player in Biscuits and Confectionary market in India. With a 
turnover of over Rs.1000 crore, Anmol operates with an all-India sales network of over 15 
lakh retailers and 6,000+ distribution channels. Their product range covers an assortment 
of biscuits in sweet, semi-sweet, health segment, premium cookies and a variety of bar, 
cup and tiffin cakes produced at world class state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities and 
has evolved as one of the most trusted and responsible brands in the packaged food 
industry. 
 

Business Challenge  
 

Owing to a large network of distributors and field force professionals across 
the country, Anmol Industries did not have any visibility on their sales 
executive visits, beat planning and meaningful sales insights. Since they were 
focusing on expanding coverage, they needed visibility on secondary sale 
figures.   
 
The primary challenges at Anmol that required immediate attention was to 
introduce a sales force automation mechanism that provided visibility on the 
secondary sales, effectively manage field visit schedules and provide useful 
information on customer buying behaviour. 

 

Business Challenge 
 
1.  Zero visibility on 
movement of the field force 
 
2. Lack of meaningful data 
analytics to plan future 
projections 
 
3. No visibility on secondary 
sales figures 

FieldAssist Solution  
 

Based on a comprehensive analysis of the company’s requirements, Field Assist partnered with Anmol 
Industries to implement a Sales Force Automation system for the entire distribution channel. The SFA 
application was installed in smartphones and other hand-held devices empowering them to manage their field 
activities efficiently. Field Assist provided operational and functional support to the distributors and the 
company through training sessions that enabled sales representatives to use the tool successfully.  
 
Within no time, a large pool of distributors and retailers were brought under a unified platform and the 
company was offered complete visibility on the orders booked, merchandize displays, implementation of 
schemes and promotions and daily sales reports at any point in time. The data being real time enormously 
helped the management to understand the business issues, market potential, trends and competitor inventory 
movement.  
 
The following statistics will provide a better health overview of the company: 
 
 

 

Beat Coverage 

Efficiency 

 

Owing to streamlined sales 
processes, the average 
beat coverage efficiency 
increased by 16% within a 
year. 
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Enhanced Revenues 
 
The SKU analysis report 
showed that the revenues 
for Focussed SKUs 
increased by 164% within a 
month of observation after 
initial low offtake.  
 

 

FieldAssist Support mechanism 

 
1. Assigning a dedicated Project Co-ordinators at the back-end. 
2. Simple and Easy to use UI of the application for the users. 
3. Execution of the Project with the planned steps. 
4. Analysis reports via Field Assist. 

 

Benefits for Sales Managers: 
 
Managers have access to real time field sales data through a Dashboard provided to access following report 
formats and equips themselves with facts and figures that make them more productive, proactive, and 
organized leading to ultimately higher sales.  
 

• Real Time Reporting 

• Sales Employee Wise/ Brand Wise/SKU Wise/Beat Wise/Area Wise/Outlet wise. 

• Time Spent per beat/per outlet. 

• Identification of Top and Least Selling Outlets, Total Buying Outlets etc. 

• Outlet Analysis, SKU Analysis, Employee Sales Analysis, Targets etc. etc. 
 

Experience Assurance 
 
Sales Force Automation is a powerful tool for field forces to simplify sale cycle process. Hence, as SFA 
partners, we assure that Field Assist solution will certainly help sales organizations to streamline and 
strengthen trade practices, simplify order placement and delivery functions allowing sales teams to focus on 
marketing and other core business development activities. 
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